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ABSTRACT: A scientific based research in this article focus that Egyptian great Pyramids were 
constructed for communication purpose and served as RF Antennas for remote controlling of SUN, 
EARTH, MOON from MARS Planet just like our television is operated through remote. The Prehistoric 
human populations lived in MARS planet shall be considered as super scientists and expert in 
Astronomy, Astrophysics, Engineering Architect might have constructed the huge Pyramid structures 
without any difficulty. This research focus that MARS shall be considered as main switching centre 
(MSC) Energy centre and the Great Pyramid shall be considered as “Main Earth Station” and other three 
associated nearby pyramids on the same line of axis shall be considered as Base Terminal stations (BTS) 
for independently controlling the axial position of SUN, EARTH, MOON. It is speculated that the 
positional control of SUN, MOON also might have been done from EARTH Planet as SUN, MOON are 
not influenced with Negatively charged “Electron Particle”. It is focused that the Great pyramids might 
have been constructed with Prehistoric “J-Technology” derived from Akkie Principles. It is speculated 
that thousands of other “So called Pyramids” existing in other part of world shall not be considered as 
Real Pyramids within the scope of Pyramid definition. It is speculated that the outcome of this research 
shall provide solutions to existing current problems and theories related to Human ancestor, Missing 
link, Mystery of crop circles formation etc. 
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A scientific based research in this article 
focus that Egyptian great Pyramids were 
constructed for communication purpose and 
served as RF Antennas for remote controlling of 
SUN, EARTH, MOON from MARS Planet just 
like our television is operated through remote. 
The Prehistoric human populations lived in 
MARS planet shall be considered as super 
scientists and expert in Astronomy, 
Astrophysics, Engineering Architect might have 
constructed the huge Pyramid structures without 
any difficulty.  
 This research focus that MARS shall be 
considered as main switching centre (MSC) 
Energy centre and the Great Pyramid shall be 
considered as “Main Earth Station” and other 
three associated nearby pyramids on the same 
line of axis shall be considered as Base Terminal 
stations (BTS) for independently controlling the 
axial position of SUN, EARTH, MOON. 
 It is speculated that the positional 
control of SUN, MOON also might have been 
done from EARTH Planet as SUN, MOON are 
not influenced with Negatively charged 
“Electron Particle”. 
 It is focused that the Great pyramids 
might have been constructed with Prehistoric “J-
Technology” derived from Akkie Principles. 
 It is speculated that thousands of other 
“So called Pyramids” existing in other part of 
world shall not be considered as Real Pyramids 
within the scope of Pyramid definition. 
 It is speculated that the outcome of this 
research shall provide solutions to existing 
current problems and theories related to Human 
ancestor, Missing link, Mystery of crop circles 
formation etc. 

“Great Pyramids may be world wonder to the 
modern human, but not to Prehistoric 
“Marshal” who lived in MARS Planet”  
– Author 

 It is focused that the Prehistoric 
advanced Technology, knowledge was lost as 
Marshal was extinct during the course of 
expanding universe.  

 
1. CONCLUSION 

 Great Pyramid still exists.  But 
electromagnetic link to MARS energy centre is 

delinked.  Future research has to be undertaken 
for restoring the symmetry of base of Universe to 
over come all the present day climate changes 
issues. 
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